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This correction stands to correct the listed errors in the original
article:

1. For the following paragraph found in the Introduction:
“Aswell as determining had been taken in addition to any
impact such decisions have had on policy and manage-
ment. We analysed differences across the NFIs in
implementing the social variables.”

The authors request this be changed and noted as:
“We also investigated how decisions to include these data
in NFI surveys had been taken and any impact such deci-
sions have had on policy and management.”

2. In the first paragraph found in section 2 Materials and
methods:

“The NFI responsible institutions in the 44 signatory
countries of Forest Europe with the presence of variables
across a range of categories, we investigated the use of
social and recreational data in official NFI analysis and
reporting, and the historical context in which decisions to
include these data in NFI surveys forest cover were
contacted for information during March–June 2017.”

The authors request this be changed and noted as:
“The institutions responsible for NFIs in the 44 signatory
countries of Forest Europe with forest cover were
contacted for information during March–June 2017.”

3. For the reference:
“Fisher and Fischer and Brändli 2017”
The authors request this be noted as:
“Fischer and Brändli 2017”

Publisher’s note Springer Nature remains neutral with regard to jurisdic-
tional claims in published maps and institutional affiliations.

The online version of the original article can be found at https://doi.org/10.
1007/s13595-020-00952-2
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